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Abstract—The thresholded feature has recently emerged as
an extremely efficient, yet rough empirical approximation, of
the time-consuming sparse coding inference process. Such an
approximation has not yet been rigorously examined, and stan-
dard dictionaries often lead to non-optimal performance when
used for computing thresholded features. In this paper, we first
present two theoretical recovery guarantees for the thresholded
feature to exactly recover the nonzero support of the sparse code.
Motivated by them, we then formulate the Dictionary Learning for
Thresholded Features (DLTF) model, which learns an optimized
dictionary for applying the thresholded feature. In particular,
for the (k, 2) norm involved, a novel proximal operator with
log-linear time complexity O(m logm) is derived. We evaluate
the performance of DLTF on a vast range of synthetic and
real-data tasks, where DLTF demonstrates remarkable efficiency,
effectiveness and robustness in all experiments. In addition, we
briefly discuss the potential link between DLTF and deep learning
building blocks.
Index Terms—sparse representation, feature learning, opti-
mization, unsupervised learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let Ωk = {z ∈ Rm : ||z||0≤ k}. For a data sample x ∈ Rn,
the sparse coding technique [1] aims to find the sparse code z ∈
Ωk to represent x compactly, i.e., x ≈Wz, using a dictionary
W ∈ Rn×m = [w1,w2, ...,wm], where each atom wi ∈ Rn
is assumed to have unit `2-norm, i = 1, ...,m, to avoid scale
ambiguity. With a properly designed or learned W , sparse
coding is known to be powerful in numerous reconstruction
or discriminative tasks such as signal sensing, classification
and clustering [4], [10], [24], [30], [31], [36], [45], [53], [59],
[60], [64]–[66] . One crucial drawback of sparse coding lies
in its prohibitive cost of computing the sparse code at test
time, which calls for iterative greedy or convex optimization
algorithms [6], [17]. This drawback limits the applicability
of sparse codes in large-scale, high-dimensional problems, or
when nearly real-time processing is desired.
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Among a few fast sparse coding approximations, the simplest
choice is arguably the thresholded feature [9], [13], [18], [34],
[44]:
z¯ := maxk(W>x), (1)
where maxk retains k largest-magnitude entries while setting
others to zero1. The threshold feature z¯ also belongs to Ωk,
and is extremely efficient and easy to implement as it involves
only a matrix-vector multiplication and a maxk operation. [11],
[12] showed that such a simple encoding displays remarkable
discriminative ability, and can often achieve comparable results
to standard sparse coding, provided that the number of labeled
samples and the dictionary size are large enough. [18] pointed
out that the thresholded feature corresponds to an inexact
approximation of sparse coding, where only one iteration of
proximal gradient algorithm is unfolded [49]–[51]. One may
also notice the interesting resemblance of (1) to a standard
linear fully connected layer plus neurons in deep learning [26],
[52], on which we will discuss more later.
While dictionary learning [2], [18], [32], [35], [36], [38],
[39], [41], [58]–[61] has been well developed for standard
sparse coding [1], the choice of W remains barely explored for
the thresholded feature. [13] used standard dictionaries, leading
to a fairly rough approximation to the exact iterative solution,
with sub-optimal results. [18] relied on supervised joint training
to learn W , which is similar to learning a single-layer neural
network classifier and does not generalize to unsupervised
feature learning. Moreover, it is unclear how “roughly” z¯
approximates z, and in what sense the former can be treated
as a reliable substitute for the latter, leaving the effectiveness
and robustness of threshold features under question.
This paper answers the above questions. Firstly, we show
that under certain conditions, the thresholded feature z¯ exactly
recovers the nonzero support of the sparse code z. The support
recovery is a core problem in sparse signal recovery [63]: if the
nonzero support set is correctly identified, z can be obtained
using least squares method. Moreover, the support itself makes
a useful feature in certain scenarios, such as quantization and
hashing [10].
Secondly, based on the theoretical guarantee forms, we
derive the model and algorithm for Dictionary Learning for
Thresholded Features (DLTF), to learn the dictionary that is
optimized for the thresholded feature. It is important to note that
DLTF is not “yet another” way of standard dictionary learning,
whose inference relies on iterative sparse solvers. Instead, it
1 [18] exploited a “soft” version of the thresholded feature, which can be
analyzed similarly.
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2is a new type of dictionary learning, specifically designed for
using the thresholded feature (1) at inference, which prioritize
(extreme) simplicity, efficiency, general usability and theoretical
guarantees.
Last but not least, in particular, we derive a novel efficient
O(m logm) algorithm for the (k, 2) norm proximal subprob-
lem. Both synthetic simulations and real-data experiments (i.e.
image clustering, denoising and unsupervised hashing) verify
the competitive quantitative results and remarkable efficiency
of applying thresholded features with DLTF dictionaries.
II. SUPPORT RECOVERY GUARANTEES FOR THRESHOLDED
FEATURES
We present two support recovery guarantees, called the
weak and the strong recovery guarantees respectively. The
weak recovery guarantee depends on the mutual incoherence
[14], and the strong recovery guarantee takes advantage of the
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [7]. The two guarantees are
called “weak” and “strong” respectively because of different
sample complexity requirements: based on the results of [65],
to uniformly recover z ∈ Ωk, the former requires O(k2 lnm)
samples, while the latter gives rise to a lower sample complexity
of O(k lnm).
The two guarantees can be derived using the classical
techniques adopted by the compressive sensing theory [19]
and iterative thresholding algorithm [6], [20], [21]. Full proof
is detailed in the appendix A and B. It is noted that our goal
here is not to provide a tighter bound than existing literature
(i.e., Theorem 5.16 of [19]), but rather to illustrate what factors
or quantities will affect the support recovery in the special
case of thresholded features. We will further discuss how these
guarantees motivate the proposed DLTF model in next section.
A. The Weak Recovery Guarantee
For a simple “noiseless” model: x = Wz, without loss of
generality, we assume that the non-zero entries of z are sorted
by absolute magnitude in a decreasing order: |z1|≥ |z2|... ≥
|zk|. We denote by supp(z) ∈ Bm the sparse support of z,
i.e., its i-th entry is 1 if zi is nonzero. We define the mutual
incoherence [14] of W : µW = max
i 6=j
|〈wi,wj〉|.
Theorem 1. If the sufficient condition kµW ≤ |zk|2|z1| holds,
then supp(z) = supp(z¯), where z¯ := maxk(W>x), .
A special case when z ∈ {0, 1}k follows immediately (the
sgn indicator function is defined to yield output 1 when the
input is nonzero, and 0 elsewhere):
Corollary 1.1 Assume x = Wz, z ∈ Bm and ||z||0≤ k. If
µW ≤ 12k , then z = sgn(z¯).
Theorem 1 can be further (loosely) extended to the noisy
case, when x is corrupted by the noise e: x = Wz+e. Denote
the mutual coherence between the dictionary and the noise:
µe = max
i
|〈wi, e〉|, e may follow any statistical distribution
only if µe can be properly bounded.
Corollary 1.2 Assume x = Wz+e. If kµW ≤ |zk|2|z1| −
µe
|z1| ,
then supp(z) = supp(z¯).
The noisy-case upper bound on kµW turns out to be close
to the noiseless bound, if the magnitudes of all nonzero entries
in z increase proportionally, so that |zk|2|z1| remains unchanged
but µe|z1| vanishes. This is equivalent to improving the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the input signal.
B. The Strong Recovery Guarantee
Recall that the RIP [7] condition assumes:
Assumption 1. For ∀z ∈ Ωk, there exists δW ∈ (0, 1) s.t.
(1− δW ) ≤ ||Wz||
2
||z||2 ≤ (1 + δW ).
We further introduce the stronger guarantee form:
Theorem 2. Assume x = Wz+e, z¯ = maxk(W>x), z ∈ Ωk.
If δW ∈ (0, 1−
√
3
2 ), then supp(z) = supp(z¯), given that the
smallest nonzero element in z is large enough:
|zk|≥ 2
√
2δW − δ2W ||z||2+2
∥∥max2k(W>e)∥∥ . (2)
When condition (2) holds, a lower bound for ||z|| can also
be derived as:
||z||≥ 2
√
k
1− 2√k(2δW − δ2W )
∥∥max2k(W>e)∥∥ . (3)
To ensure 1 − 2√k(2δW − δ2W ) > 0, k must be less than
1
4(2δW−δ2W )
. Consistent with the weak guarantee case, (2) and
(3) also encourage small δW and k, uncorrelated small noise
and high SNR. Different from Theorem 1, Theorem 2 enforces
no extra requirement on the absolute magnitudes of the nonzero
entries in z except for a lower bound. It is also noted that
Theorem 2 is stricter than original RIP [7] constraint.
III. DLTF: A DICTIONARY LEARNING MODEL FOR
THRESHOLDED FEATURES
A. Model Formulation
As illustrated by Theorems 1 and 2, in order to achieve
perfect support recovery in the simple thresholded feature,
two crucial points are (at least) required in addition to the
sparsity of z: 1) W has small µW and/or δW ; 2) the residual
e is small and nearly uncorrelated with W . Taking them
into account, we design a Dictionary Learning model for
Thresholded Features (DLTF). Specifically, we follow [15]
to encourage the Gram matrix of W to be close to the identity
by minimizing ||W>W − I||2, which enforces W to have
small µW or δW . Moreover, Theorem 2 suggests to minimize∥∥max2k(W>e)∥∥. It is noted that ||maxk(.)|| is a convex, sub-
differentiable vector norm, under the name of (k, 2) symmetric
gauge norm [5], or (k, 2) norm for short [46]. Thus we re-write
||max2k(W>e)||2 as ||W>e||22k,2 in what follows.
Let X ∈ Rn×N = {xi} be the training set, and Z ∈ Rm×N
= {zi} be the corresponding sparse codes. The proposed DLTF
approach is to learn W with the following properties: (1)
X can be well approximated by WZ; (2) ∀i, supp(zi) and
supp(maxk(W>xi)) are as close as possible, which is achieved
through Theorems 1, 2 by minimizing ||W>W − I||2 and
||W>e||22k,2. In order to achieve the above goal, we formulate
the objective function as follows:
3min
W,Q,Z
λ
2
N∑
i=1
||qi||22k,2 + ||W>W − I||2+
θ
2
‖X −WZ‖2
s.t. Q = W>(X −WZ);
||zi||0≤ k, , i = 1, 2, ..., N ;
||wj ||= 1, j = 1, ...,m.
(4)
where Q = W>(X −WZ) ∈ Rm×N and qi(i = 1, ..., N)
is the i-th column. λ, θ are two scalars. We introduce Q to
reduce the complexity of W since W is involved in both the
non-smooth (2k, 2) norm term and the diagonal penalty term
simultaneously.
B. Algorithm Development
We apply the optimization framework of Alternating Di-
rection Method of Multipliers (ADMM). The augmented
Lagrangian function of (4) is:
λ
2
N∑
i=1
||qi||22k,2+||W>W − I||2+
θ
2
‖X −WZ‖2
+ 〈Y,Q−W>(X −WZ)〉+ β
2
||Q−W>(X −WZ)||2
s.t. ||zi||0≤ k, , i = 1, 2, ..., N ;
||wj ||= 1, j = 1, 2, ...,m.
(5)
where Y ∈ Rm×N is the Lagrange multiplier and β is a positive
constant. We then sequentially solve the three subproblems at
the t-th iteration (t = 0, 1, ...).
1) Z-subproblem: Solving Z is a standard sparse decom-
position problem, which can be solved separately for each zi
using the iterative algorithm [6]:
Zt+1 = arg min
Z
θ
2
‖X −WtZ‖2+〈Yt,W>t WtZ〉
+
β
2
||W>t WtZ −W>t X +Qt||2
s.t. ||zi||0≤ k, , i = 1, 2, ..., N.
(6)
2) Q-subproblem: The Q update could also be solved
separately for each qi:
Qt+1 = arg min
Q
N∑
i=1
||qi||22k,2
+
β
λ
||Q− (W>t X −W>t WtZt+1 −
Yt
β
)||2
(7)
Let γ ≥ 0, and q, c ∈ Rm. Define the proximal mapping of
the (k′, 2) norm for q:
proxk
′,2
γ (c) = arg min
q
γ||q||2k′,2+||q − c||2 (8)
Problem (7) is converted to solving the proximal mapping (8)
with γ = λβ and k
′ = 2k. To our best knowledge, only the basic
subgradient method [46] was exploited for the optimization of
(k,2) norm in literature. We present an efficient O(m logm)
solution for (7) as described in next section.
3) W -subproblem: The W update solves the following
manifold constrained problem:
Wt+1 = arg min
W
||W>W − I||2+θ
2
‖X −WZt+1‖2
− 〈Y,W>(X −WZt+1)〉
+
β
2
||Qt+1 −W>(X −WZt+1)||2
s.t. ||wj ||= 1, j = 1, 2, ...,m.
(9)
We apply the curvilinear search algorithm in [55] to solve (9)
as it lies in the spherical constraint.
Furthermore, Y is updated as: Yt+1 = Yt + β(Qt+1 −
W>t+1X +W
>
t+1Wt+1Zt+1).
IV. EFFICIENT O(m logm) PROXIMAL MAPPING OF (k, 2)
NORM
It is noted that solving (8) with subgradient descent is
yet inefficient. Therefore, we propose an efficient proximal
algorithm for the (k, 2) norm, which also contributes the paper.
Theorem 3. The proximal mapping (8) is solved by Algorithm 1
in O(m logm) time complexity.
Proof sketch: To prove Theorem 3, we first establish:
Lemma 4. For the problem (8) with c ≥ 0, the order of
coordinates in optimal solution q∗ is the same as the order of
the corresponding coordinates in c.
Lemma 4 shows that the proximal mapping (8) will not
change the sign of c, i.e., for all i, sign(proxk
′,2
γ (c)i) =
sign(ci). Then we only need consider the magnitude of entries
in c. We can sort the entries of c (in magnitude). Therefore,
with additional time complexity O(m logm) for sorting, we
can convert (8) with any vector c ∈ Rm to the proximal
mapping for ordered and positive vector.
We then introduce the following lemma:
Lemma 5. Optimization problem
min
x∈RJ
J∑
j=1
tj(xj − uj)2 (10)
s. t. x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xJ (11)
can be solved by invoking the subroutine “Reduce(u, t, 1)” in
Algorithm 1.
To solve (10), the key step is applying Lemma 6 below
to iteratively merge neighbor variables to obtain a reduced
problem. When the reduced problem has input u′ containing
monotonically increasing elements, the solution x′ = u′.
Lemma 6. If uj > uj+1, then the optimal solution x∗ to (10)
should satisfy x∗j = x
∗
j+1.
We describe the detailed proof of Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 in
the appendix.
4Algorithm 1 Algorithm to solve proximal mapping (8) for ordered and positive vector.
Input: Vector c ∈ Rm, c ≥ 0 and c is in increasing order, parameter γ ≥ 0.
Result: Problem solution p∗.
u1:m−k = c1:m−k′ ,um−k′+1:m = 11+γ cm−k′+1:m;
t1:m−k′ = 1, tm−k′+1:m = 1 + γ;
p∗ = Reduce(u, t, 1);
Reduce(u, t, j)
Let J be the dimension of u;
while j ≤ J do
if uj > uj+1 then
u′ = [u1:j−1,
tjuj+tj+1uj+1
tj+tj+1
,uj+2:end] ; // Remove uj+1
t′ = [t1:j−1, tj + tj+1, tj+2:end]; // Remove tj+1
x = Reduce(u′, t′,max(1, j − 1)) ; // Recursively invoke Reduce
return [x1:j ,xj ,xj+1:end] ; // Duplicate xj since xj = xj+1
end
j = j + 1;
end
return u
V. EXPERIMENTS
The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate that
DLTF possesses the capability to learn the dictionary, that
reliably recovers the sparse support (see synthetic experiments)
and benefits the practical utilization of thresholded features
most (see real data experiments). It is important to note that
DLTF is not “yet another” way of standard dictionary learning,
whose inference relies on iterative sparse solvers. Instead, it
is a new type of dictionary learning, specifically designed
for using the thresholded feature (1) at inference, which
prioritize (extreme) simplicity, efficiency, general usability and
theoretical guarantees. Despite not being optimized for any
specific task, DLTF shows competitive performance for a
variety of real-data tasks with minimal time costs.
We strive to compare DLTF with standard dictionary learning
algorithms, and choose the popular KSVD [1] as a represen-
tative of the latter in most experiments. In a few real-data
experiments (e.g, clustering), we compare the dictionaries
computed by DLTF and KSVD, and use them to compute
both thresholded features, and canonical sparse codes (via
iterative algorithms). To avoid confusion, such comparison is
intended as an “ablation study” (altering training and testing
components) to show that: (1) DLTF dictionary is much better
suited for the thresholded feature than conventional dictionaries;
(2) the results of applying thresholded feature solved with
DLTF dictionary are superior to or comparable with applying
sparse features solved with more expensive iterative algorithms.
It does not contradict our default pipeline of training DLTF
dictionary and computing thresholded features at inference.
A. Support Recovery in Thresholded Features: Synthetic Simu-
lations
We first evaluate the performance of the support recovery on
synthetic data. We generate an over-complete i.i.d. random
Gaussian matrix as the dictionary W0 ∈ Rn×m, and the
sparse codes Z ∈ Rm×N = {zi}, where each zi has only
k nonzero entries with the value 1 and random locations. We
then synthesize X ∈ Rn×N = {xi} by: X = W0Z + E,
where each entry of the noise matrix E is i.i.d. sampled from
N (0, 0.01). By default, we fix n = 64, m = 128, and N =
10, 000 for the training set. A testing set of 10, 000 samples
are generated separately.
In order to compute the thresholded features z¯i =
maxk(W>xi), we compare DLTF with three baselines: two
are intentionally chosen to roughly indicate the empirical
performance “upper bound” and “lower bound”, as well as
directly employing the conventional KSVD dictionary:
• Original baseline: W = W0. Note that the random
Gaussian W0 itself has very small mutual incoherence/RIP
constant, and it is known that X can be sparsely repre-
sented over W0. Therefore, we expect W0 to be nearly an
optimal solution to (4), and this original baseline’s results
will be likely close to the best attainable support recovery
performance.
• Random baseline: W = Wr which is another independent
random Gaussian matrix.
• KSVD baseline: W = WK is learned from X by KSVD
and then applied to thresholded features.
For DLTF, we denote W = WDLTF as solved from (4), using
random initializations. It is noted that the original baseline is
an “ideal” case that exists only in simulations. Except for a
handful of cases such as compressive sensing [3], it is unlikely
to have such a pre-known dictionary in practice, over which the
target signals can be accurately represented, and whose mutual
coherence/RIP constant is as small as the random bases.
To evaluate the accuracy of the recovered support, we define
the following metric that calculates the averaged per-sample
support differences between z¯i and zi:
ave_dif =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|supp(z¯i)⊕ supp, (zi)|1
2
(12)
5TABLE I: The support recovery performance comparison, at different sparsity levels k, measured by ave_dif. The DLTF results
are reported with λ = 0.05, θ = 0.01.
k = 4 k = 6 k = 8 k = 10 k = 12
original 0.354 0.778 1.241 1.746 2.293
random 3.876 5.721 7.499 9.204 10.895
KSVD 0.724 1.988 3.897 6.110 7.430
DLTF 0.495 1.119 1.879 2.753 3.759
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Fig. 1: The support recovery performance comparison by varying: (a) the DLTF hyper-parameter λ; (b) the DLTF hyper-parameter
θ; (c) the observed data dimension n. More comparison by varying λ for the following values: (d) k = 4; (e) k = 10; (f) k = 12.
where ⊕ denotes the element-wise XOR operation. The value
of ave_dif ranges between [0, k].
We first vary the sparsity level k ∈ [4, 6, 8, 10, 12], and
compare the support recovery results in Table I. It can be seen
that DLTF achieves overall comparable results to the original
baseline, especially when k is small. The performance gap
slightly increases as k grows up. Compared to the original
baseline with knowing W0 as a prior, DLTF achieves compet-
itive performance by only observing X . KSVD dictionaries
perform poorly when applied to computing thresholded features,
although the random baseline performs the worst. The above
result clearly supports the necessity of DLTF.
B. Ablation Study
Next, we investigate the effects of varying several (hyper-
)parameters in Figure 1(a)(b), all of which further verify the
effectiveness and robustness of DLTF. It can be seen that
DLTF maintains stable performance over a wide range of
(λ, θ) values. When λ turns either too small or too large, the
DLTF performance will be degraded a bit, which manifests the
trade-off between the regularization effects of the first term
(uncorrelated small noise) and the second term (small mutual
coherence/RIP constant of W ) in (4). Moreover, we further
present the support recovery performance comparison plots
by varying λ, at k = 4, 10 and 12, respectively in Figure 1
(d)(e)(f). The observations and conclusions are similar to the
k = 6 and k = 8 plots in Figure 1 (a)(b). We omit the same
plots for θ, as we find the DLTF performance to be insensitive
to varying θ at all k values. We choose λ = 0.5, θ = 0.01 as
default values hereinafter.
It is also noted that Figure 1(c) varies n ∈
[32, 48, 64, 80, 108], when m = 128 is fixed. Both the original
baseline and DLTF benefit from increasing n/m ratio, and
their performance difference seems to vanish as n/m→ 1.
Finally, we compute the mutual coherence of W0 and WDLTF,
at m = 128, n = 64, which are approximately 0.49 and 0.56,
respectively2, respectively. It indicates that DLTF indeed finds
a solution W with low mutual coherence. Besides, Corollary
1.1 suggests a sufficient recovery condition of µW ≤ 12k , which
cannot be met in this case for ∀k > 1. While the condition
is not necessary, it implies that our simulation settings are
challenging.
1) Complexity and Running Time Analysis: The time com-
plexity of computing the thresholded feature by (1) for N
samples is O(N(mn + m + k logm)), which is roughly
2Results possess certain randomness. We did not compute the RIP constant
as its calculation is NP-hard.
6equal to the complexity of running iterative sparse solvers
e.g., orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) as used in [1],
for only one iteration. In practice, implementation differences,
hyper-parameter choices and stop conditions3 can dramatically
affect the efficiency of iterative sparse solvers. However, it is
self-evident that the efficiency advantage of (1) over iterative
solvers is independent of implementations.
In all our experiments, we generally obverse the running
time of thresholded features to be one or even two orders of
magnitudes less than iterative comparison methods, e.g., KSVD
(using OMP for testing). Our default testing environment is
Matlab 2016b on a Macbook Pro with 2.7GHz Intel Core i5
CPUs. For example, in the synthetic experiment of k = 8,
computing thresholded feature for N = 10,000 samples only
costs 0.25s. In comparison, solving OMP for the same N =
10,000 samples takes 3.69s.
C. Experiments on Image Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised task for which sparse codes are
known to be effective features [67]. We conduct our clustering
experiments on a publicly available subset of MNIST4, where
the first 10, 000 training images of the original MNIST
benchmark constitute the training set. A separate set of 10, 000
images is used as the testing set to evaluate the generalization
performance. We reshape each 28 × 28 image into a vector,
constructing X ∈ Rn×N where n = 784, N = 10, 000.
We choose m = 400, and first design four methods
for comparison, by altering ways of training (i.e., learning
dictionary via DLTF or KSVD) and testing (i.e., computing
sparse codes iteratively or thresholded features):
• DLTF Exact: we apply DLTF to learn WDLTF ∈ Rn×m
from the training set X , and then exactly solve sparse code
features of testing images w.r.t. WDLTF to global optima,
using the iterative algorithm [6]. K-Means clustering is
applied to cluster the sparse codes features.
• DLTF TF: we apply DLTF to learn WDLTF from the
training set X , and then compute the threshold features
of the testing images via (1), w.r.t. WDLTF. K-Means
clustering is applied to cluster the thresholded features.
• KSVD Exact: replacing DLTF with KSVD [1] in the DLTF
Exact approach.
• KSVD TF: replacing DLTF with KSVD in DLTF TF.
In order to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of thresh-
olded features and DLTF, two “exact” baselines are further
compared. Two standard clustering metrics, the accuracy (ACC)
and normalized mutual information(NMI) are used [67]. Larger
ACC and NMI indicate better clustering performance.
We vary k ∈ [5, 10, 30, 40] and report results in Table II.
We first compare two “TF” methods. DLTF TF is observed to
outperform KSVD TF at most k values, and achieves the best
ACC/NMI among all TF results at k = 30. Second, taking two
“Exact” baselines into account, it is encouraging to see that
DLTF TF consistently achieves similar performance to both,
sometimes even superior. Interestingly, we find DLTF TF to
3Iterative algorithms may be stopped by measuring residual fitting errors,
maximum sparsity, or iteration numbers, etc.
4http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/MLData.html
usually perform comparably to, or even better than DLTF Exact
(k = 10, 30). In contrast, KSVD TF always obtains inferior
performance than KSVD Exact. The observation demonstrates
that WDLTF is better suited for thresholded features.
DLTF TF achieves its best performance at k = 30. In
comparison, the two KSVD methods seem to favor larger
k = 40. To understand why DLTF TF may prefer smaller k,
the reason may be that the support recovery is more reliable
with higher sparsity, based on Theorems 1, 2. On the other
hand, small k may cause information loss in sparse codes. A
“medium” k of 30 seems to best balance the trade-off here.
Moreover, the efficiency of DLTF/thresholded features is
further evidenced by the total running time (averaged over
different k cases) on the 10, 000-sample testing set. The running
times of the thresholded feature (both DLTF TF and KSVD TF)
are one order of magnitude faster than their exact counterparts.
DLTF hence possesses the most competitive performance-
efficiency trade-off among the four.
We next compare DLTF TF (with the best k = 30) with
other types of clustering models, from the simplest/fastest K-
Means to sophisticated neural network (NN) clustering models
that typically involve very high complexity:
• KM: we first obtain a PCA matrix ∈ Rm×n from X , and
apply it to reduce the dimension of each testing image to
Rm. K-Means clustering is then applied.
• AE-1: an auto-encoder (AE) with one hidden layer ∈ Rm.
ReLU is used. K-Means clustering is applied to the hidden
activations of the testing images.
• AE-2: an AE with two hidden layers, both ∈ Rm. K-
Means clustering is applied to cluster the activations of
the second hidden layer.
• Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC): a latest deep network
clustering model that simultaneously learns feature rep-
resentations and cluster assignments [56]. We used their
original MNIST model structure: 784–500–500–2000–10.
Note that DEC is much more heavily parametrized than
DLTF and other baselines5.
To ensure a fair comparison with non-NN models, all NN
models are first trained, and then tested in CPU mode using
the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox.
From Table III, DLTF TF largely surpasses AE-1 in term of
both ACC and NMI, especially considering the fact that the
two have the identical amount of parameters and that ReLU
is also known to introduce sparsity. It is further interesting to
find that DLTF TF even achieves more favorable clustering
quality than AE-2, with lower complexity and half running
time in practice. Those results demonstrates that DLTF TF is
both efficient and effective for clustering.
The state-of-the-art deep clustering model DEC achieves
better ACC/NMI results than DLTF TF and else. However,
it involves much more parameters and higher complexity:
the testing time of DEC is thus five times that of DLTF TF.
Moreover, DEC is the only approach here that is specifically
optimized for clustering, while DLTF and others all lead
5DEC was originally trained and evaluated on the full MNIST set of 70,000
samples. For fair comparison with others, we re-train DEC on the given
10,000-sample training set and test on the 10,000-sample testing set.
7TABLE II: The ACC and NMI comparison between DLTF and KSVD methods w.r.t. different k values, and the total testing
time (in seconds) comparison, of different approaches.
Training DLTF DLTF KSVD KSVD
Testing Exact TF Exact TF
k = 5 ACC 0.532 0.545 0.524 0.517NMI 0.525 0.532 0.526 0.521
k = 10 ACC 0.584 0.557 0.529 0.524NMI 0.552 0.525 0.520 0.517
k = 30 ACC 0.585 0.594 0.596 0.586NMI 0.545 0.550 0.561 0.533
k = 40 ACC 0.572 0.567 0.599 0.591NMI 0.534 0.531 0.585 0.536
Testing Time (s) 3.639 0.394 2.851 0.409
TABLE III: The ACC, NMI and testing time comparison between DLTF TF (k = 30) and several other approaches.
Method DLTF TF KM AE-1 AE-2 DEC
ACC 0.594 0.484 0.507 0.571 0.762
NMI 0.550 0.483 0.501 0.531 0.738
Time (s) 0.387 0.241 0.414 0.767 1.727
to general-purpose unsupervised features. As a minimal-
complexity and general-purpose feature extraction way, DLTF
TF provides a complementary effort to dedicatedly-trained and
high-complexity deep clustering models. We also recognize that,
to obtain stronger clustering performance, DLTF can be easily
integrated with other regularizations, e.g. graph Laplacian [67],
as well as can be further optimized in a (clustering) task-driven
way, e.g., using bi-level optimization [32].
D. Experiments on Image Denoising
Sparse coding has found successful applications in image
denoising [1], [29], [47], making it an appealing benchmark
problem to evaluate the effectiveness of thresholded feature
and DLTF too. The classical KSVD algorithm was designed to
perform patch-level image denoising [1]: by first dividing the
noisy image into patches, from which a patch-level dictionary
W tailored to the input image is learned; OMP is then
performed on each patch w.r.t. W to compute the sparse codes
z, in order to obtain the denoised patch WT z; patches are
eventually arranged back to the denoised image with overlapped
regions averaged. Our DLTF-based image denoising approach
follows the same pipeline except for two changes: (1) replacing
the KSVD dictionary learning with DLTF; (2) replacing the
patch-wise sparse codes solved by OMP with the thresholded
feature (1).
We use the dictionary of m = 256, n = 64, designed to
handle image patches of size 8× 8 pixels. The House image is
used, with the Gaussian noise standard deviations ranging in
[20, 25, 30, 40]. We sample a set of 5,000 8× 8 patches from
the noisy image itself for dictionary learning in both KSVD
and DLTF. Table IV compares the KSVD results, and DLTF
denoising results at k chosen at 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8, under various
σ levels. It is encouraging to observe that DLTF is able to
achieve quite close performance to KSVD at all noise levels,
with a gap around or less than 1 dB. As for the choice of
k, DLTF shows a strong preference of DLTF for the smallest
k = 1. That agrees with the previous observation [1] that
a self-trained dictionary will lead to high sparsity (e.g., 1-2
nonzero coefficients per patch), and is different from clustering
experiments where a medium k value is preferred by DLTF.
Figure IV displays a group of visual results at σ = 20, where the
DLTF denoising results at k = 1, 2 show impressive capability
in preserving edges and suppressing ringing artifacts.
We also compare the testing time of KSVD and DLTF
denoising, i.e., the average running time of computing OMP
and thresholded features, respectively. For the House image,
our plain Matlab implementation of computing (1) costs 0.83s,
while the state-of-the-art OMP implementation OMP-Box v10
6 costs 1.69s in the same testing environment. However, it
is noteworthy that OMP-Box v10 relies on the specifically-
optimized Batch OMP algorithm ( [40]), as well as optimized
MEX functions written in C, making the time comparison
actually unfair and to our disadvantage. Our future work plans
to develop efficient C implementations for computing (1) for
large-scale signals as well,
E. Experiments on Unsupervised Hashing
Hashing is one of the popular solutions for approximate
nearest neighbor search because of its low storage cost and
fast retrieval speed. A lot of methods have been proposed to
learn effective hash function. Hash codes of the same cluster
are similar to each other while the hash codes in different
clusters are dissimilar. In this section, we evaluate the proposed
DLTF approach on the task of unsupervised hashing, inspired
by the previous success of sparse hashing [68], as well as
the nonzero support itself as a natural binary feature. It is
also more challenging as unsupervised hashing relies on only
unlabeled data to generate binary hashing codes. We choose
local sensitive hashing (LSH) [8], spectral hashing (SH) [54],
6http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~ronrubin/software.html
8Fig. 2: Visual comparison on the House image, from top left to bottom right: the original image; the noisy image with σ =20
(PSNR = 22.09dB); the denoising result using KSVD (PSNR = 31.44dB); the denoising results using DLTF, at k = 1 (PSNR =
30.04 dB), k = 2 (PSNR = 28.56 dB), and k = 4 (PSNR = 27.97 dB).
TABLE IV: The PSNR comparison (dB) between the KSVD denoising [1] and DLTF methods of different k values, under
various σ levels, for the House image.
σ 20 25 30 40
Input 22.09 20.07 18.56 16.09
KSVD 31.44 30.47 29.58 27.34
DLTF
k = 1 30.04 29.25 28.42 26.78
k = 2 28.56 27.98 27.59 25.73
k = 4 27.97 27.05 26.85 25.54
k = 6 24.06 23.97 23.54 25.57
k = 8 21.63 21.61 21.31 22.75
TABLE V: The mAP comparison on the CIFAR-10 dataset for unsupervised hashing, at different code lengths m.
Methods LSH SH SpH SparseH DLTF
m = 32 0.166 0.089 0.145 0.149 0.148
m = 64 0.159 0.121 0.189 0.234 0.223
m = 128 0.268 0.165 0.232 0.312 0.296
m = 256 0.332 0.201 0.255 0.386 0.355
9and spherical hashing (SpH) [23] as three classical baselines,
following their default settings. We also implement a sparse
coding-based hashing (SparseH) approach, that follows the
pipeline of [68] : a dictionary is learned on the training set,
which is then used to solve sparse codes of the query images
iteratively; sparse codes are binarized by encoding non-zero
entries to ones and zeros elsewhere. Finally, DLTF is adapted
for hashing by solving the dictionary W from (4), computing z¯
via (1), and using sgn(z¯) as binary codes. We choose k = m2
7at each code length m. λ = 0.1 and θ = 0.01 are fixed.
We test on the CIFAR-10 [25] benchmark, which has been
widely used to evaluate both supervised and unsupervised
hashing methods. We use GIST descriptors ∈ R512 to represent
each image, and discard the label. A query set is formed
by randomly choosing 1,000 samples, and a non-overlapping
training set is constructed using the rest. We vary the hashing
code length m from 32 bits to 256 bits, to evaluate the
performance of all methods on compact codes and relatively
long codes. The mean average precision (mAP) is evaluated
at different numbers of bits. As seen from Table V, while
SparseH maintains the best performance among all in most
cases (except being outperformed by LSH at m = 32), DLTF
produces comparable mAPs and usually ranks only next to
SparseH. Notice that the mAP difference between SparseH and
DLTF is minimal at small m = 32 or 64.
Moreover, hashing applications emphasize high query ef-
ficiency and low latency. SparseH inevitably suffers from
the heavy computational overhead of iterative sparse coding
inference. DLTF achieves comparable results with one to two
orders of magnitude less testing time (similar to the previous
time comparison between DLTF and KSVD baselines).
F. Exploring A Deeper Potential
Recently, deep learning [22], [27], [37], [42], [43], [57]
has achieved significant success on many computer vision
tasks such as image classification, semantic segmentation and
object detection. Despite the superior performance of deep
learning-based methods, most networks do not take advantage
of successful conventional ideas. We explore a deeper potential
in this section.
The proposed DLTF approach is mainly for unsupervised
learning task, while recognizing a potential link between DLTF
and (supervised) deep models. Eqn. (1) can be viewed as a
fully-connected layer followed by a non-linearity function, one
of the standard building blocks in existing deep models8. In
that way, DLTF can also be viewed as a variant of AE, where
maxk acts as the nonlinear function to promote the sparsity in
hidden layer activations. Its objective is to recover the sparse
support besides maintaining faithful reconstruction. Then a
natural question arises: will DLTF be a competitive alternative
in layer-wise unsupervised pre-training of deep models?
We further conduct preliminary experiments on comparing
AE and DLTF in pre-training neural networks for classifying
7k = m/2 is chosen to meet the {0,1} bit balance, a desirable property for
code efficiency. While the sufficient recovery conditions may not be satisfied
for the large k, DLTF achieves good empirical performance.
8Here maxk could be thought either as a generalization of max pooling
without reducing dimension, or a locality-aware neuron.
TABLE VI: The error rate comparison for MNIST classification,
using different pre-training strategies.
Pre-Training Random (No) AE DLTF
Model 1 1.62% 1.08% 1.04%
Model 2 1.26% 0.89% 0.81%
the MNIST dataset. More specifically, we construct two
fully connected network models for the 10-class MNIST
classification benchmark (note the different setting with the
clustering experiments in Section 4.2). Model 1 takes 784-
dimensional inputs, followed by a 1000-dimensional hidden
layer and the softmax loss. Model 2 has one additional 1000-
dimensional hidden layer appended before the loss function.
For Model 1, we perform DLTF with n = 784,m = 1000 and
choose k = 100, to learn the dictionary as the initialization
for its hidden layer. For Model 2, we perform DLTF with
n = 784,m = 1, 000, k = 200 for the first hidden layer;
we then fix the first layer, and perform DLTF on the first
layer outputs with n = 1, 000,m = 1, 000, k = 100, for the
second layer. We compare DLTF pre-training with random
initializations (no pre-training), and classical AE pre-training.
All models are then tuned from end to end, and dropout with
a ratio of 0.5 is applied to all fully-connected layers during
fine-tuning. Table VI compares the error rates, where DLTF
shows an advantage.
Table VI potentially implies that identifying the correct
parameter subspace is a more promising goal for layer-wise
pre-training, than minimizing the MSE. The hypothesis, if
validated further, could lead to new insights of pre-training or
even training deep models. We will conduct more experiments
to verify if DLTF pre-training can benefit the training of more
general deep models.
Despite being preliminary, the results suggest that identifying
the correct (sparse) parameter subspace (i.e., the nonzero
support) may be a more promising goal for layer-wise pre-
training, than solely minimizing the reconstruction error. It
is interesting to further explored that DLTF pre-training can
benefit more general deep models
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, motivated by support recovery theoretical
guarantees, we propose a novel approach to learn a dictionary
which is optimized for applying the thresholded feature.
The competitive performance and superior efficiency of the
proposed approach are extensively studied in both synthetic
simulations and real-data experiments. In future work, we seek
more elaborating formulations of DLTF. For example, [28]
suggested that minimizing ||W>W − I||∞ could suppress
µW better, although minimizing the former term is also
accompanied with higher complexity.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: THE WEAK RECOVERY GUARANTEE
Proof. Denote y = W>x = W>Wz. Then for 0 ≤ i ≤ k:
|yi| = |zi +
k∑
j=1,j 6=i
〈wi,wj〉zj |
≥ |zi|−µW
k∑
j=1,j 6=i
|zj |≥ |zk|−kµW |z1|
(13)
On the other hand, for i > k:
max
i>k
{|yi|} = max
i>k
|
k∑
j=1
〈wi,wj〉zj |
 ≤ kµW |z1| (14)
So if 2kµW |z1|≤ |zk|, the first k entries of y are guaranteed
to have greater magnitudes than the rest, and thus will be
correctly identified.
Theorem 1 reveals a sufficient condition on the required
number of samples to guarantee the selection consistency, and
a similar conclusion could be found in [33]. Following a similar
analysis, additional results with regard to the decay rate of
nonzeros may be obtained. Moreover, based on the random
matrix theory [16] and that µW ≤ 1 due to the normalization
of W , µW will decay to 0 with the rate
log(n)
m if W is a sub-
Gaussian random matrix. Therefore, Theorem 1 is to reveal the
required # of samples to guarantee the selection consistency.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2: THE STRONG RECOVERY
GUARANTEE
Proof. Define Ωz = supp(z),Ωz¯ = supp(z¯), S = Ωz ∪ Ωz¯ .
Let [z]S denotes the subvector indexed by the set S. First we
have
‖z¯ −W>x‖2=‖z¯ − z‖2+‖z −W>x‖2
+ 2〈z¯ − z, z −W>x〉. (15)
Since ‖z¯ − W>x‖2≤ ‖z − W>x‖2 due to the projection
property, we have
‖z¯ − z‖2 ≤ 2〈z¯ − z,W>x− z〉
= 2〈z¯ − z, [W>x− z]S〉
≤ 2‖z¯ − z‖‖[W>x− z]S‖
(16)
It follows
‖z¯ − z‖≤ 2‖[W>x− z]S‖
=2‖[W>x− z +W>(Wz − x)−W>(Wz − x)]S‖
≤2‖[W>x− z +W>(Wz − x)]S‖+2‖[W>(Wz − x)]S‖
=2‖z − [W>x +W>(Wz − x)]S‖+2‖[W>(Wz − x)]S‖
=2‖z − [W>Wz]S‖+2‖[W>e]S‖.
Using Assumption 1, we have
‖z − [W>Wz]S‖2
=‖z‖2+‖[W>Wz]S‖2−2〈z, [W>Wz]S〉
≤‖z‖2+((1 + δW )− 2)〈z, [W>Wz]S〉
≤‖z‖2−(1− δW )2‖z‖2= (2δW − δ2W )‖z‖2
δW ∈ (0, 1−
√
3
2 ) is required to ensure 2δW − δ2W > 0. Also
considering |S|≤ 2k, we have
‖z¯ − z‖≤ 2
√
2δW − δ2W ‖z‖+2
∥∥max2k(W>e)∥∥ (17)
Therefore, if the smallest nonzero element zk of z is no less
than the right side of (17), z¯ and z must have the same support
set. It completes the proof.
The Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) has been a funda-
mental concept in sparse recovery [7], [62]. Both RIP and
mutual coherence require W to behave like an orthonormal
system. A recent result [48] reveals both to be special forms
of a more generalized sufficient condition for sparse recovery.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
To use Algorithm 1 to solve the proximal mapping prob-
lem (2) for any c ∈ Rm, we firstly turn the input c into
positive vector c′ by taking its absolute values (i.e. c′ = |c|).
The solution to the original problem can be obtained by using
the sign of c because we know that the sign of the proximal
mapping proxk
′,2
γ (c) is the same as of c. Secondly, we sort
the elements in c′, which will meet the input requirement of
Algorithm 1. Then we can use Algorithm 1 to get the proximal
mapping. The sorting procedure costs O(m logm) time, and
the Algorithm 1 costs O(m) time, so the total time complexity
is O(m logm).
When the elements of c are in increasing order, Lemma 5
converts the problem (11) to:
min
q
‖q − c‖2+γ
m∑
i=m−k′+1
q2i , (18)
s.t. q1 ≤ q2 ≤ ... ≤ qm
Dropping some constant terms, the objective can be further
written as:
min
q
m−k′∑
j=1
(qj − cj)2 +
m∑
j=m−k′+1
(1 + γ)(qj − 1
λ+ 1
cj)
2
(19)
s.t. q1 ≤ q2 ≤ ... ≤ qm
which can be solved by Algorithm 1.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that ci < cj and
q∗i > q
∗
j , we will show that we can get a better solution v
′ by
swapping q∗i and q∗j , which makes a contradiction.
Firstly, we have q∗i ≤ ci, q∗j ≤ cj since q∗ is optimal. Let
the objective value be o1 before we swap q∗i and q
∗
j , and be o2
after swap. From the objective definition, the objective value
will change:
o1−o2 = (ci−q∗i )2+(cj−q∗j )2−(ci−q∗j )2−(cj−q∗i )2 (20)
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Let a = (ci − q∗i ), b = (ci − q∗j ), d = ci − q∗i + cj − q∗j , then
o1 − o2
=a2 + (d− a)2 − b2 − (d− b)2
=2(a2 − b2 − d(a− b))
=2(a− b)(a+ b− d)
where a− b = q∗j − q∗i < 0, and a+ b− d = ci − cj < 0, so
o1 > o2, which contradicts the assumption that o1 is optimal.
It completes the proof.
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 5 AND LEMMA 6
Proof. We first prove Lemma 6 by contradiction. Assume uj >
uj+1 and x∗j 6= x∗j+1, then we have x∗j < x∗j+1 because we
have the constraint (11). Next the contradiction will be shown
below by illuminating all six scenarios. We essentially will
show there always exists a solution pair (x′j ,x
′
j+1) satisfying
x′j = x
′
j+1 ∈ [x∗j ,x∗j+1] which gives a better solution than
(x∗j ,x
∗
j+1) in every scenario.
• x∗j ≤ uj+1 < uj ≤ x∗j+1: We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
uj ;
• uj+1 ≤ x∗j < x∗j+1 ≤ uj : We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
x∗j ;
• x∗j < uj+1 ≤ x∗j+1 ≤ uj : We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
x∗j+1;
• uj+1 ≤ x∗j < uj ≤ x∗j+1: We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
uj ;
• uj+1 < uj ≤ x∗j < x∗j+1: We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
x∗j ;
• x∗j < x
∗
j+1 ≤ uj+1 < uj : We can choose x′j = x′j+1 =
x∗j+1.
It completes the proof of Lemma 6.
Now let us merge two successive variables xj and xj+1 if
we find uj > uj+1. From Lemma 6, we know xj should be
equal to xj+1. Introduce a new variable xj∨j+1 to denote the
value of xj and xj+1. It follows that the original problem in
Lemma 5 is equivalent to solving
min
x1≤···≤xj−1≤xj=xj+1≤xj+2≤···≤xJ
J∑
j=1
tj(xj − uj)2 (21)
⇔ min
x1≤···≤xj−1≤xj∨j+1≤xj+2≤···≤xJ
tj + tj+1
(
xj∨j+1 − tjuj + tj+1uj+1
tj + tj+1
)2
+
∑
i/∈{j,j+1}
ti(xi − ui)2
⇔ min
x1≤···≤xj−1≤xj∨j+1≤xj+2≤···≤xJ
tj∨j+1 (xj∨j+1 − uj∨j+1)2 +
∑
i/∈{j,j+1}
ti(xi − ui)2
(22)
where in the last line
tj∨j+1 = tj + tj+1 uj∨j+1 =
tjuj + tj+1uj+1
tj + tj+1
.
Therefore, if we define
u′ = [u1, · · · ,uj−1,uj∨j+1,uj+2, · · · ,uJ ]>
t′ = [t1, · · · , tj−1, tj∨j+1, tj+2, · · · , tJ ]>,
then we reduce the problem dimension to J − 1. It should be
noticed that we do not need to solve the reduced problem from
the beginning, since u′1:j−1 = u1:j−1. By this way, Algorithm 1
can be completed in linear time O(m).
Then the solution to the original one (21) can be recovered by
extending the jth element of Reduce(u′, t′, j−1) to the (j+1)th
element. We can keep checking if there are any two successive
components in u′ disobeying the nondecreasing monotonicity.
As long as we find one pair, we can reduce the original problem
by one dimension. Therefore, this problem can be recursively
solved by the subroutine “Reduce” in Algorithm 1. Then it
completes the proof of Lemma 5.
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